pany Commanders Who Have Pride in Their Rifles

and want to know at all times where they are and in what condition, will find the maximum security and opportunity for maximum care in

THE CRAWFIS ARMS RACK

Showing how the leather-covered Steel Rack without injuring the sights.

EVERYTHING THAT AN ARMS RACK SHOULD BE! VEY NO DANGER TO SIGHTS IN PUTTING RIFLES IN RACKS!

JUST THE THING FOR SQUAD OR PLATOON ROOMS!

INTERNATIONAL MILITARY SUPPLY COMPANY
COLUMBUS, OHIO

SPORTSMEN'S GLASSES REVOLUTIONIZED
by use of latest stereographic glasses in optician's style of frame and latest design of spectacle. The Monocle Crystal eliminates the fog and blaze incident to the glass, and the New Monocle is erected in the frame with the outer rim of the lens which are so inconspicuous to the eye. Everyone wants to see without strain and with a field of vision that is not limited.

NEW REGULATION FULL DRESS AND SERVICE CAPS and UNIFORMS

Full line of Montana Peak Hats with straight rim.

Send for our prices.

THE GEO. B. DONAVIN & CO.,
Columbus, Ohio.
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